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Regarding The Overturning of Roe vs. Wade--Top Headlines
How Sell Out, Satanic Gatekeeper, Fake Christian Justice John Roberts lost
control of the Roe vs. Wade Narrative... The chief justice had zero support
for his “lukewarm” middle of the road effort which would NOT of
overturned Roe v. Wade!!!
Roe being overturned does NOT end abortion! Praise God Roe v Wade is
overturned! However, the fight is NOT over, states nationwide will make
exceptions for abortion!
As Demon Possessed Abortion Activists Rage & Riot Over Roe v Wade
Being Overturned--Baby Killing Supporters In The MSM And Politics
Continue To Lie By Calling Abortion 'Reproductive Health'
Left-wing states form BABY MURDER ALLIANCE, will become
"abortion tourism" hubs for coordinated mass murder of human babies
Sodomite Pervert “Pride” parades march on around the USA with new
urgency...---Nightmare Bombshell: Children Paraded With Naked Men
Through Streets of Seattle — The Child Molesters Are Out of the Closet!
Bible Verses Regarding Defending & Protection of the Innocent & Children
CPS & Foster Care Whistleblower Exposes Horror: It's Real, Child Sex
Trafficking, Torture, Abuse, Murder
“Good Guy” John Walsh Connected to Child Trafficking!--Working With
The Police, Foster Care and CPS! America's Most Wanted Host
Perpetrating Child Abduction Related: Meghan Walsh Discusses John
Walsh, Adam Walsh and Child Protection
Children Saved By Sex-Abused Addict: Victims Of Satanic Abuse Saved By
Warrior Brides Ministry
+2+ Eliana Brooks is a 15-year survivor of Child Sex Trafficking and she
tells her horrific story & How CPS and Foster Care Are a Vital Part of This
Satanic System
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Demolition of supply chains is pre-civil war SABOTAGE to shape the
battlefield for domestic WARFARE against We the People
Diesel engine oil OUTAGE ALERT – Unless Something Radically Changes
The Entire National Supply of Diesel Engine Oil Will Be WIPED OUT in 4 - 8
weeks until 2023!! EXCLUSIVE RESEARCH: Diesel engine oil additive
manufacturers that have declared Force Majeure or experienced disrupted
operations in 2022--Is this another planned genocide of our economy and
food and everything else.
Government Issued Starvation: Grain Shortages, Farms Going Up In
Flames
'We're Barely Making It': Furious Farmer Goes Viral Explaining Why Food
Prices 'Are Going To Go Up': US farmer sentiment plummeted in May - as
producers have become anxious about their farm's financial health.
On a ranch in the southwest of the state of Kansas alone, more than 3,000
cattle suddenly fell dead last weekend. According to the farmers, there is
no plausible explanation for this mass extinction Cases like this are
accumulating in the USA.
Mass CATTLE deaths send shockwaves through food supply as
speculation rises: Are they being poisoned on purpose?
Another Food Processing Plant Erupts In Flames, The 97th Suspicious
Event Since Start of 2021
You do not need the expensive survival food get rice, beans and canned
goods
STOCKS, BONDS, CRYPTO and REAL ESTATE: The whole house of cards
is coming down
Top Headlines On The US Economy
They’re Pulling The Plug!

++ In 1981 William Casey (CIA Director) Told the Newly Elected President Ronald
Reagan:

Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."

The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary
defines: “Reprove”: To blame, to
convince of a fault, or to make it manifest,
to excite a sense of
guilt.“Circumspectly”: Cautiously; with
watchfulness every way; with attention to
guard against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they
shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should
get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which
are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face,
and turn from their wicked ways; then will
I hear from heaven, and will forgive their
sin, and will heal their land."
Luke 21:36 Watch ye therefore, and pray
always, that ye may be accounted worthy
to escape all these things that shall come
to pass, and to stand before the Son of
man.
Matthew 24:13 But he that shall endure
unto the end, the same shall be saved.
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me.
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth
violence his soul hateth.
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners.
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word:
“Communications”: companionship, communion
“It does not take a majority to prevail... but rather an irate, tireless minority, keen
on setting brushfires of freedom in the minds of men.” Samuel Adams
“The average age of the world's great civilizations has been two hundred years.
These nations have progressed through the following sequence: from bondage to
spiritual faith, from spiritual faith to great courage, from courage to liberty, from
liberty to abundance, from abundance to selfishness, from selfishness to
complacency from complacency to apathy, from apathy to dependency, from
dependency back to bondage.” Alexander Fraser Tytler
+1+ Updated Group Prayer--List of Current Event Prayer Points
++ Father God in heaven, in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ we pray for you to
expose & destroy “The Great Reset” agenda worldwide designed to bring in the
New World Order

++ & for your divine intervention regarding the conflict in Ukraine. Please protect
the Christians, the innocent & the righteous in the Ukraine and the surrounding
areas; & may this conflict be used to bring forth Your truth and righteousness.
We pray that every evil plan and scheme of the evil be exposed and destroyed
regarding this war.
++ & to expose & destroy the Covid-19 agenda worldwide, with all of its big
brother agendas like the DNA defiling, graphene oxide filled, parasite ridden,
nano tech laden vaccinations from Pfizer, Moderna, Janssen/Johnson and
Johnson, AstraZeneca and others; & for the stoppage and eradication of all
contract tracing programs, forced mask wearing, social distancing mandates,
lockdown & quarantine mandates and the implementation of the COVID-19 digital
passports; & for God’s judgment & destruction to be on the vaccine & medical
cartels perpetuating this evil, to be exposed and destroyed!!!!
++ & to thwart any deep state false flag attacks in order to blame “anti-vaxxers”,
Christians and gun owners
++ Regarding the Body of Christ we pray for strength, endurance, courage,
guidance, favor, divine providence and foreknowledge and the power to
overcome all this wickedness that is increasing by the day.
++ We pray as you instructed in Luke 10:2 that “…the Lord of the harvest, that he
would send forth labourers into his harvest.”
++ We pray for the destruction of CERN and all the other 30,000+ particle colliders
worldwide & the destruction of all D-Wave Quantum Computers, and for the
eradication of every wicked portal or doorway these devices (and all witchcraft
taking place in this universe) have opened & all dark matter they have created
would be destroyed and for the reversal of every Mandela effect they have
produced.
++ We pray for the destruction of the wicked plans of this current evil American
political administration & for the fear of God to be upon both the democrats and
republicans, and if they will NOT repent of their wickedness that God would
hedge up their ways with thorns and have them total confusion, and that they
would turn on each other and devour one another; and against every level of
government that has by hijacked by wickedness
++ & for the destruction of the Chinese/CCP plans for taking over America,
Mexico & Canada
++ & for the eradication of groups like Black Lives Matter and Antifa
++ For the diverting of any incoming asteroids or meteors that might hit the earth
++ For Gods intervention regarding 2nd Amendment and disarmament/gun
confiscation situation developing in the US and elsewhere
++ For Gods intervention regarding the coming food and water shortages & the
honey bee die-off worldwide
++ For the stoppage of all UN troops already in America & elsewhere
++ For Gods intervention regarding all the weather warfare to destroy crop yields
& create famine
++ For Gods intervention regarding the wildfires caused by Directed Energy
Weapon attacks and all the wicked plans surrounding this to be destroyed

++ For the Defense, Protection and Victory of all Christians worldwide (especially
the persecuted) & also all the Targeted Individuals (TI’s) Worldwide
++ For the eradication of all Pandemic Plagues Worldwide
++ For the destruction of the exploding GMO Weaponized Tick & Mosquito
Populations Everywhere
++ For the stoppage of the Illegal Alien/Terrorist/Embedded Solider Caravans
Coming up through the US southern border--For Stoppage and Exposure of the
Latin American, Chinese, Russian and Muslim 5th Column Sleeper Cell Solders
imbedded in America & elsewhere
++ For the destruction of the 5G & 6G radiation sources & the thousands of
Satellites Being Launched Sending Intense Microwave Radiation over Entire
Earth. Specifically for God’s Judgment on the companies of: SpaceX, OneWeb,
TTelesat, AST & Science, Omnispace Amazon & EarthNow (and for physical
protection of our families and animals from these EMFs)
++ For All Christians to wake up and spread the gospel and push back against all
their freedoms being taken away
++ For the destruction of the 501c3 FEMA Clergy Responses Teams Being
activated in America to betray and destroy the Christians and that they would be
exposed
++ We pray against the slaughter of Christians worldwide
++ & for the eradication and exposure of all Pedovore, Pedo-Predator & all Child
Sex trafficking networks worldwide like Prostasia & NAMBLA
++ We pray for the destruction of all Adrenochrome harvesting complexes
worldwide & for the rescue of all the children imprisoned in these satanic torture
centers
++ & for the destruction of the LGBTQ movement and against the normalization of
all child molestation and sexualization of teens, children & babies--For the
protection of all infants, children, teenager and adults caught in all evil networks-For the eradication of all adult and child pornography, bestiality pornography and
snuff film sources and businesses
++ For the eradication of all abortion clinics & Planned Parenthood centers
worldwide & the stripping of all the powers of witchcraft from their owners and
employees
++ For the eradication of all the witchcraft being done worldwide trying to bring in
more evil, death and destruction
++ Against the ‘Internet Kill Switch’ implementation
++ For the destruction of the plans & wickedness of high level politicians
everywhere
++ For the destruction of the mandatory vaccination mandates being
implemented and that the truth would come out about them
++ For the destruction of the wicked factions of modern medicine, the
pharmaceutical & vaccine industry
++ For the masses to get saved and have eyes to see, ears to hear and hearts to
receive the truth
++ We pray against The Full Implementation of Real ID in 2023

++ & for the stoppage of the South African genocide of whites & genocide of
blacks in Africa
++ For God to neutralize & stop the Fukishima Nuclear Radiation Contamination &
Nuclear Radiation Reactors Breaking Down Worldwide
++ For the canceling of any Big Brother Draconian Changes Taking Place
Worldwide
++ Against Further Vote Rigging in the Elections everywhere
++ For Stoppage and Exposure of the Muslim Invasion of Europe, America and
Canada--For the eradication worldwide of all planned deep state & Muslim false
flag events everywhere
++ For the eradication worldwide of all Chemtrail programs, Nexrad Doppler
Ultrasound weather manipulation & NASA’s Blastwave Accelerators
++ For the destruction all the wickedness being perpetuated by Hollywood,
Netflix, Amazon, Google, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and all the tech
giants and the dominant streaming content producers
++ For the destruction of any non-human entities that walk among, defile, exploit,
murder or infiltrate humanity
++ For the pop culture rock and rap music industry to be eradicated
++ For the eradication of the Vatican, Pope and Catholicism and that the
Catholics would be saved
++ For the destruction of the global banking cartels and the 13 families of the
Illuminati
++ For all the Satanic Ritual Abuse and MK Ultra mind control victims, that they
be delivered, saved and protected from the Satanic Agenda that has been
implemented against them.
++ & for the wicked factions of the public universities and public school systems
to be turned to righteousness.
++ Add to your personal prayers: For the Lord to deactivate, neutralize, destroy
and purge any and all Covid-19 vaccine spike proteins, nanobots, nanoparticles,
nanotech, Graphene Oxide, microchips, implants, Luciferase, Hydrogel, wicked
bacteria, viruses, candida, prions and parasites in or on our bodies and to
deactivate, neutralize, destroy and purge any other wicked things the globalist
elite may have gotten into our bodies.
++ & we loose legions of angels regarding all these prayers points to accomplish
Your will, and we bind up every devil, demon, evil entity or fallen angel (that
would try to hinder these petitions) and command them to go where Jesus tells
them to go!!!! & command that none can come to take their place! In the name of
the Lord Jesus Christ we pray, Amen.
Covid jabs linked to surge in “demonic possessions,” religious leaders say
There are now so many “fully vaccinated” people showing strong signs of
demonic possession that a new St. Michael Center for Spiritual Liberation and
Exorcism is opening up in Manila, Philippines.
According to reports, the new site will be dedicated to performing exorcisms on
people who got jabbed for the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19). Father Jose

Francisco Syquia says he receives about 10 reports every single day of demons
infesting the bodies of the Covid jabbed.
The Roman Catholic Church is responsible for erecting the facility, which is
reportedly the first of its kind in Asia. Priests will be trained in the art of expelling
demons, and Syquia, the director of the archdiocese, will hold the position of
chief exorcist.
After performing the exorcism ritual on some people, Syquia says the demons
that were cast out later “texted” him. In one instance, he claims to have seen a
woman levitate after becoming possessed, only to have the demon later send
threatening messages to his office smart phone.
While Syquia was talking to the woman and her companion, the phone was in a
completely different room, he says.
“The devil has power over anything electrical,” the archdiocese is quoted as
saying, adding that the message he received from the alleged demon accused
him of being a sinner and a liar.
“If this place is infested, for example, and they want their presence known,
usually the lights would flicker. If I give a talk and use a certain gadget, the devil
would easily shut it down because he is an expert in anything electrical.”
In the United States, demon possession is currently at a fever pitch, especially
now that we have entered “Pride” month. Children everywhere are being dragged
by their parents and guardians to parades and bars where transgender drag
queens are flashing their body parts and reading them books about “gender
identity.”
“Demon activity and even possession are clearly on the rise,” wrote someone in
response to the news about the new exorcism facility. “Those who dabble in the
occult and witchcraft are especially vulnerable.”
Regarding The Overturning of Roe vs. Wade Top Headlines Read:
SHOCKWAVES
Supremes end protections for abortion in place for half century...
Satanic Press Says: Most significant curtailing of a established constitutional
right in history...
LIST: 26 states where it will become ILLEGAL...
PENCE: MAKE IT NATIONAL...
TEXAS: AG declares agency holiday 'in remembrance of unborn'...
Violence fear after decision...
ROE RAGE
'BRING RIFLES'
VIOLENT CLASHES
DHS WARNING
Assaults against clinics, patients surge...
Protests erupt... Developing... NYC, LA next...
Libtard Demonstrator Scales Frederick Douglass Bridge Over SCOTUS Abortion
Ruling & Calls For Others to ‘Rise Up’
PELOSI: WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE?
Maxine Waters: “To Hell With the Supreme Court! We Will Defy Them!”

Fake Congresswoman AOC Calls for People to Get “Into the Streets” Over
SCOTUS Abortion Ruling--Calls Ruling "Illegitimate"
OBAMA: COURT ATTACKING FREEDOM...
BIDEN: WOMEN'S LIVES ARE AT RISK... But What About the Unborn Babies Life
Pedo Joe??!!!
‘Unacceptable Setback’: Bill Gates, George Soros Condemn SCOTUS Roe v.
Wade Overturning--Globalists call shutdown of baby part pipeline as "assault on
human rights."
How Sell Out, Satanic Gatekeeper, Fake Christian Justice John Roberts lost
control of the Roe vs. Wade Narrative... The chief justice had zero support for his
“lukewarm” middle of the road effort which would NOT of overturned Roe v.
Wade!!!
As the shock waves spread Friday from the Supreme Court’s momentous
decision striking down Roe v. Wade, one notable casualty of the ruling became
evident: Chief Justice John Roberts.
After nearly seven months of deliberations, Roberts found precisely zero takers
among his fellow justices for his incrementalist approach that would have
avoided overruling Roe for now, but allowed Mississippi to impose a near ban on
abortions after 15 weeks of pregnancy.
The court’s conservatives dismissed Roberts’ stance as unprincipled and
impractical, while the liberal justices called it “wrong” without detailing their
objections.
Roe being overturned does NOT end abortion! Praise God Roe v Wade is
overturned! However, the fight is NOT over, states nationwide will make
exceptions for abortion!
Personhood Alliance president reacts to Roe decision--The overruling of Roe
does not mean that abortion across the US will end tomorrow. The legal and
political battles for recognition of personhood and equal protection for all will
now be fought at the state and local level. In many 'red' states, there are already
laws in place that will give substantially more protection to the pre-born, which
will no doubt face challenges from those who want to see legalized child killing
continue. While in liberal states, and at the federal level, we can certainly expect
efforts to make unrestricted abortion up to (and even after) birth a fundamental
'right.' These efforts will need to be met with strong opposition by defenders of
life..."
— Les Riley, Personhood Alliance president
Now the attention of all pro-lifers must turn to the states and their elected officials
because our fight against abortion will continue...but now, in earnest, at the state
and local levels. Please CLICK HERE to contact your state legislators to
encourage them to do everything in their power to stop abortion in your state.
Play: https://rumble.com/v19ppl9-roe-being-overturned-does-not-end-abortion.html

As Demon Possessed Abortion Activists Rage & Riot Over Roe v Wade Being
Overturned--Baby Killing Supporters In The MSM And Politics Continue To Lie By
Calling Abortion 'Reproductive Health'
As churches and pregnancy centers in California are on high alert, and a
Christian pregnancy center in Colorado was vandalized and burned, with rioting
in Arizona, among other acts of violent raging on the part of pro-abortion
supporters after the Supreme Court overturned Roe v Wade and sent the issue of
abortion back to the states, the MSM, democrat politicians, and liberals online
and offline continue to screech about "reproductive
health."
Before getting to the points I want to make in this
article, people need to see how crazed and unhinged
people are getting because there is no longer "federal"
permission to unlimited abortions across America.
Now the states decide.
That is just a small sample of the insanity being seen
across the nation.
Play to 2:13: https://rumble.com/v19yyuy-roe-v.-wadethe-liberal-meltdown.html
The people above and other abortion supporters are
obsessed with using abortion as "birth control," rather
than taking responsibility for their own actions and
sexual decisions.
Left-wing states form BABY MURDER ALLIANCE, will become
"abortion tourism" hubs for coordinated mass murder of human babies
Leave it to the left-wing extremists who inhabit and run the Democratic Party:
They have reacted to the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision on Friday, June 24,
overturning Roe v. Wade by forming an “alliance” to continue providing an “out”
to women who become pregnant by ensuring they can murder their unborn child.
The alliance was immediately announced by California Gov. Gavin Newsom, who
no doubt thanks his lucky stars each and every day that his own mother chose to
have him.
“The Supreme Court has stripped women of their liberty and let red states replace
it with mandated birth. This is an attack on American freedom. CA, OR and WA
are creating the West Coast offensive. A road map for other states to stand up for
women. Time to fight like hell,” pic.twitter.com/jBrJcTQVa8
— Gavin Newsom (@GavinNewsom) June 24, 2022
“Abortion is health care, and no matter who you are or where you come from,
Oregon doesn’t turn away anyone seeking health care,” the Orwellian moron
governor of Oregon, Kate Brown, tweeted. “This disgraceful Supreme Court
decision will put lives at risk and strips away a constitutional right has been
settled law for most of our lifetimes.”
“For all the Americans today feeling scared, angry and disappointed — for
everyone who needs an abortion and does not know where they can access safe

reproductive health care — please know you are not alone, and the fight is not
over,” — Governor Kate Brown (@OregonGovBrown) June 24, 2022
Sodomite Pervert “Pride” parades march on with new urgency...---Nightmare
Bombshell: Children Paraded With Naked Men Through Streets of Seattle — The
Child Molesters Are Out of the Closet!
June 26th 2022-- The annual sodomite “Pride” marches in New York, San
Francisco, Chicago and elsewhere took place just two days after Roe vs Wade
was overturned. Meanwhile, Biden's DOJ is silent as pro-abortion riots erupt
across the nation!
Then we have degenerate Pride events featuring grown men performing highly
sexualized activities in front of young children in places like Seattle and Los
Angeles. Meanwhile, Joe Biden’s Justice Department has stood idly by while proabortion domestic terrorists rioted across the country, including sieging the
Arizona Capitol building, attacking pro-life medical centers, and assaulting police
following the Supreme Court’s decision to overturn Roe v Wade.
NAKED BICYCLISTS circling the route in front of a large crowd of children.
#seattlepride pic.twitter.com/KAcNiNxE5n
— Katie Daviscourt🇺🇸 (@KatieDaviscourt) June 26, 2022
A child watches men in speedos dance at the Toronto Pride Parade.
Footage by @PuffinsPictures pic.twitter.com/IBLbMAOMWd
— The Post Millennial (@TPostMillennial) June 26, 2022
https://www.infowars.com/posts/sunday-live-biden-doj-silent-as-pro-abortion-riots-eruptacross-the-nation/
Related:
Boy Dressed in Drag Performs at Dixon Illinois Pride! | Small Town USA has gone
Gay and Insane!!!
Bible Verses Regarding Defending & Protection of the Innocent & Children
Psalm 82: 1 God standeth in the congregation of the mighty… 2 How long will ye
judge unjustly, and accept the persons of the wicked? Selah. 3 Defend the poor
and fatherless: do justice to the afflicted and needy. 4 Deliver the poor and needy:
rid them out of the hand of the wicked.
Matthew 18:10 - Take heed that ye despise not one of these little ones; for I say
unto you, That in heaven their angels do always behold the face of my Father
which is in heaven.
Mark 9:37 - Whosoever shall receive one of such children in my name, receiveth
me: and whosoever shall receive me, receiveth not me, but him that sent me.
Psalms 127:3 - Lo, children [are] an heritage of the LORD: [and] the fruit of the
womb [is his] reward.
Mark 9:42 - And whosoever shall offend one of [these] little ones that believe in
me, it is better for him that a millstone were hanged about his neck, and he were
cast into the sea.
Pro 31:8 Open thy mouth for the dumb in the cause of all such as are appointed
to destruction.
Pro 31:9 Open thy mouth, judge righteously, and plead the cause of the poor and
needy.

The KJV translates Strong's H483 in the following manner: dumb (6x).
Outline of Biblical Usage: mute, silent, dumb, unable to speak
CPS & Foster Care Whistleblower Exposes Horror: It's Real, Child Sex Trafficking,
Torture, Abuse, Murder
An anonymous whistleblower has joined to tell a horrific story of a rescued 5 year
old girl that was used by a CPS trafficking ring, in Satanic Rituals.
Play to 19:30 (Warning Horrific Content): https://rumble.com/v1815ol-cpswhistleblower-exposes-horror-its-real-child-sex-trafficking-torture-abu.html
“Good Guy” John Walsh Connected to Child Trafficking!--Working With The
Police, Foster Care and CPS! America's Most Wanted Host Perpetrating Child
Abduction
Due process is dead in America, and it needs to be brought back! Meghan Walsh
speaks of her horrific experience between her family & CPS stripping her right as
a mother away with no due process.
Play to 9:30: https://rumble.com/v18l4pv-john-walsh-connected-to-trafficking-americasmost-wanted-host-perpetrating-.html
Related:
Meghan Walsh Discusses John Walsh, Adam Walsh and Child Protection with
Nicholas Veniamin
Children Saved By Sex-Abused Addict: Victims Of Satanic Abuse Saved By
Warrior Brides Ministry
Play to 19:25: https://rumble.com/v18146f-children-saved-by-sex-abused-addictvictims-of-satanic-abuse-saved-by-warri.html
To further support Warrior Bride Ministries on their journey to Save Our Children,
visit: www.WarriorBrideMinistries.com
+2+ Eliana Brooks is a 15-year survivor of Child Sex Trafficking and she tells her
horrific story & How CPS and Foster Care Are a Vital Part of This Satanic System
Jun 9, 2021 In this video, Eliana Brooks Brooks is one of the founding board
members of Warrior Bride Ministries. https://warriorbrideministries.com/ Her
story needs to be heard and Shared. Visit Warrior Brides on Telegram here:
https://t.me/warriorbrideministriesga Please SHARE this video and make it go
Viral.
Play around 6:44 to 19:13: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JSz82CagWAQ
Demolition of supply chains is pre-civil war SABOTAGE to shape the battlefield
for domestic WARFARE against We the People
The United States of America is about to be plunged into a civil war. It will be
ignited by the Roe vs. Wade nullification decision by the US Supreme Court,
which also just rendered a landmark decision affirming the universal right to
carry a personal firearm for self-defense (striking down the New York law that
radically restricted the right to bear arms).

That pro-2A decision is already seeing heads explode across the anti-American,
anti-liberty Left, with rabid left-wing commentator Keith Olbermann even calling
for an open insurrection to demolish the US Supreme Court and seize total
control over the country via the executive branch.
Once the Roe decision is rendered, the radical Left may erupt into full-blown
domestic terrorism, launching unrestricted warfare against Christians, gun
owners and conservatives.
The Biden regime knows this is coming, of course, since Barack Obama is the
key mastermind behind the whole thing. Obama runs the Biden White House and
tells Biden’s handlers what to do. They shaped the 2020 riots using paid
mercenaries, media propaganda and “color revolution” tactics routinely used by
the CIA to overthrow governments of other nations. Now they plan to use the
same tactics to overthrow the US Constitution and attempt to seize permanent
dictatorial control over the United States of America.
Sabotage of food and energy infrastructure is pre-war “shaping the battlefield”
activity.
The sabotage of food facilities across the United States is deliberate. We have
published the full, current list of food facility sabotage here.
Similarly, the sabotage attacks, regulatory takedowns and cyber warfare assaults
on energy infrastructure are also being carried out by the regime in order to
deprive the people of fuel and transportation. As we have recently published, the
entire supply of diesel engine oil in the United States is on track to be depleted in
just 8 weeks (roughly the end of August).
Diesel engine oil OUTAGE ALERT – Unless Something Radically Changes The
Entire National Supply of Diesel Engine Oil Will Be WIPED OUT in 4 - 8 weeks
until 2023!!
If the trucks and the trains stop running, forget about getting a supply of
anything. Without trucks or trains, there will be no food deliveries to grocery
stores.
No inventory at Wal-Mart. No lumber at Home Depot.
If this diesel engine oil situation is not somehow resolved, Amazon.com will
cease to function because all the package carriers — UPS, Fedex, USPS, etc. —
will not be able to move loads via roads or rail.
Even worse, without diesel engine oil, all agriculture will grind to a halt and the
crops will rot in the fields.
There will be no construction machinery able to operate, since they’re all diesel
engines.
And if your food facility is on fire and you dial 911, they won’t be able to send fire
trucks because tire trucks run on diesel engines (as do most ambulances).
Many ships and boats also use diesel engines as well.
So a collapse of diesel engine oil, if it runs its course, leads to a total collapse of
the economy. America cannot survive even six months without diesel engine oil,
much less a year.
More Confirmation:
Motor Oil Shortage

"DIESEL OIL & Engine Oil Is Going From Scarcity To NON-EXISTENT"! - A Must
Video
EXCLUSIVE RESEARCH: Diesel engine oil additive manufacturers that have
declared Force Majeure or experienced disrupted operations in 2022
This is another planned genocide of our economy and food and everything else.
Is this achilles heel of our economy PLANNED in order to cause lockdowns for
the Mid-Term Elections???
How much $$$ are these 2 companies being PAID to cut off the supply of these
vital Diesel Oil additives???
Where are the Senate Investigations into this CRISIS???
America is under ATTACK:
The Rules of WAR:
The criminal political elites in the West pushing geo-political movements, trends and
shifts happening around the world rapidly and the western media do their best to hide
things regarding the real reason behind them. The rules or strategies are:
1. Cut off supply chains.
2. Hit fuel lines.
3. Destroy wealth.
4. Disarm citizens.
5. Affect transportation.
6. Silence important communications.
7. Create diseases.
8. Cause strife and division.
9. Insert lies, confusion and propaganda.
Does any of that sounds familiar?
Is any of that being experienced right now?
It would actually seems we're experiencing all of it.
NEW: The Rules of War
Government Issued Starvation: Grain Shortages, Farms Going Up In Flames
Play to 13:32: https://rumble.com/v18cjmx-government-issued-starvation-grainshortages-farms-going-up-in-flames.html
'We're Barely Making It': Furious Farmer Goes Viral Explaining Why Food Prices
'Are Going To Go Up': US farmer sentiment plummeted in May - as producers
have become anxious about their farm's financial health.
60% of farmers predict farm input prices to be at least 30% higher this year
compared to 2021.
To that end, Ohio farmer Holly Weilnau took to TikTok two weeks ago in a now-viral
video to explain how farmers are suffering under inflated input costs, which is going
to send the price of food much higher than it is right now.
"There are things that we have to buy," she said, adding "There's something we have
to buy that two years ago cost us $24, last year was about $46, this year it is costing us
$96."

"Please understand, food prices are going to go up," she continues. "You wanna
act like it's the farmers' fault—it is not the farmers' fault. We are barely making it
to grow the stuff so you guys are able to get it in August, September, October."
"Guys, this is not going away. Stop sticking your head in the sand and thinking 'oh, it's
going to be okay'."
In a Saturday video, Weilnau relayed a story about another farmer who was unable to
lock in diesel pricing for this fall, and was told that it was because of uncertainty
amid rapidly rising diesel costs.
"That alone, guys—to fill the tractors and the equipment needed to get the
product out of the field—is going to be astronomically bad all the way around,"
she said, adding: "So understand, people are like, 'Oh, plan ahead'—we're trying.
They're not letting us."
They are not letting farmers plan ahead although they are trying. Diesel is
projected to be $9-10+ a gallon for the fall pic.twitter.com/nFX4yzRs2m
— The Oxygen Thief (@FrankieSnape) June 13, 2022
This is far from the first farmer to offer a dire warning. Three weeks ago John Boyd Jr.,
the President of the National Black Farmers Association, said "We are in a crisis
right now as far as the food chain goes with the farmer in this country," adding "We're
going to see a lot of empty shelves and a lot more high food prices."
In his forty-year career as a farmer, Boyd said he never imagined he would be "paying
$5.63 for a gallon of diesel fuel, $900 a ton for fertilizer, and all-time high prices for
soybean seeds." All of the prices he mentioned are at record highs, pressuring farmers'
margins.
He stated the worst-case scenario is "a lot of shortages" of food that could
materialize later this year.
Prepare accordingly.
On a ranch in the southwest of the state of Kansas alone, more than 3,000 cattle
suddenly fell dead last weekend. According to the farmers, there is no plausible
explanation for this mass extinction Cases like this are accumulating in the USA.
On a ranch in the southwest of the state of Kansas alone, more than 3,000 cattle
suddenly fell dead last weekend. According to the farmers, there is no plausible
explanation for this mass extinction. Cases like this are currently accumulating in
the USA. Steps towards "food crisis"?
t.me/trumpetnews1/10954
Mass CATTLE deaths send shockwaves through food supply as speculation
rises: Are they being poisoned on purpose?
Mike Adams--June 16, 2022 Following over 100 fires that appear to be acts of
sabotage against food facilities across the United States, speculation is now
running rampant about thousands of cattle that appear to have died suddenly in
Kansas over the weekend. According to the corporate media which also claims all
covid vaccines are “safe and effective,” these sudden mass deaths are the result
of heat. Yet cows are incredibly resilient and frequently endure the same
temperatures that the Midwest is experiencing right now. Why are thousands of
cattle apparently dying so suddenly?

AgDaily.com, like the rest of the conventional media, says the deaths were
caused by a combination of heat, humidity and lack of wind. CNBC is also
reporting that the The Kansas Department of Health and Environment agrees with
this assessment.
Yet I am personally near hundreds of head of cattle in central Texas where
temperatures are the same (and the days are even longer this time of year due to
the more southern latitude). I see Longhorn cattle, Angus, Blanco and other
breeds abound in Central Texas, yet I don’t see thousands of cattle dropping
dead anywhere.
Digging into this issue further, I called one of my friends who owns several
hundred head of cattle. He was already aware of the Kansas “mass death” event
and had been discussing it with other cattle owners. I asked him if he believed the
media story that all these cattle suddenly died from heat exposure. His answer?
“I doubt it very seriously that so many would drop dead all at the same time,” he
told me. “In a heat-related incident, they wouldn’t all drop dead at the same time.
You would see a few dead at a time, scattered across the herd, but not so many
deaths all at once.”
When I asked him if he thinks these are natural deaths or something more like
sabotage, he said, “I’m thinking it’s something nefarious.”
Bovine epidemics can also cause large-scale simultaneous death, but no one is
claiming these are bovine epidemic deaths. So that leaves only a couple of
possibilities in the realm of sabotage: 1) Poisoning of the water, 2) Directed
Energy Weapons (DEW).
This is on top of over 100 documented cases of arson sabotage of food facilities
across the USA. Our research staff has put together the full details on each of
these (date, location, facility name, description of the fire incident) and we will be
publishing this new, updated list soon.
What many Americans are waking up to now is the reality that our own
government is at war with We the People. They are deliberately destroying the
energy infrastructure and obliterating the economy. They are crashing asset
markets and utterly destroying the future viability of pensions. And now, it’s clear
they’re taking down the food supply chain on purpose, thrusting the American
people into food scarcity, food inflation and real famine.
It seems as if the illegitimate Biden regime — which was never actually elected
into power — wants to create nationwide riots before the mid-term elections so
they can justify a declaration of martial law or some other national
emergency. They need something big to break so they can try to cancel the
elections or force nationwide mail-in voting so they can steal the election results
yet again (like they did in 2020).
With each passing day, they tear down something else that keeps the economy
running: Pipelines, international trade, railroads, infant formula manufacturing,
etc. Week after week, the food collapse intensifies while food prices skyrocket.
The end result is abundantly obvious: Widespread food scarcity combined with
sky-high prices that few will be able to afford.

Another Food Processing Plant Erupts In Flames, The 97th Suspicious Event
Since Start of 2021
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GiHIBVHJ69o
You do not need the expensive survival food get rice, beans and canned goods
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zXRCEIQzeTY
STOCKS, BONDS, CRYPTO and REAL ESTATE: The whole house of cards is
coming down
June 15, 2022 Mike Adams (Natural News) The Fed raised interest rates by 0.75%
today (75 basis points), fulfilling their promise to attempt to reverse the runaway
inflation that they caused in the first place by printing trillions of dollars and
flooding the markets with cheap or nearly-free funds (zero percent interest rates,
for example).
As of right now, America’s real estate bubble is now in the process of a
catastrophic collapse. The stock market is collapsing and the crypto universe is
absolutely imploding. “The crypto apocalypse is here,” writes Michael Snyder
from End of the American Dream:
Over the last seven months, we have witnessed a cryptocurrency collapse that is
so epic that it is truly difficult to put it into words… approximately two-thirds of
the value of all cryptocurrencies has already been wiped out. Some are calling
this a “crash”, but the truth is that this is the sort of full-blown “collapse” that so
many have been warning about for such a long time. A lot of crypto investors are
now deeply in the red, and the outlook for the months ahead is very bleak.
Meanwhile, the average stock portfolio is down 31% this year alone, and the
downside still remaining now looks like a deep, ominous chasm of financial
devastation that’s going to suck the vast majority of American into financial
destitution.
You see, while everybody’s assets are plummeting, the prices of the things they
need to buy keep skyrocketing.
Everything people own is going to collapse in value, while nearly everything
people buy is going to double or triple in price.
The real estate bubble will now collapse, however, which may offer some relief for
those trying to rent or purchase new homes. But for the tens of millions of people
already locked into bubble-priced mortgages and rent contracts, the pain of
paying too much won’t be easily reversed.
The truth is that most assets have been Ponzi schemes for many years or even
decades. The stock market hasn’t operated from fiscal reality since the 1980s,
and the fiat currency dollar has been living in a delusional fairy tale land since
Nixon took it off the gold standard in 1971.
The real estate asset price explosion was just an expression of low interest rates and
cheap money, while the crypto universe was a grand social experiment that primarily
served as a new generation’s “dot com bubble” where they ultimately learn an
expensive (but valuable) lesson in the seduction and false promise of seemingly
becoming wealthy without work. Too many crypto pioneers thought they could

recreate the laws of economics by simply claiming absurd things that aren’t true,
like “we don’t need intrinsic value, our token is backed by an algorithm.”
See, what we’re all really beginning to experience in the world right now is a heavy
dose of reality.
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-06-15-stocks-bonds-crypto-real-estate-wholehouse-of-cards-is-coming-down.html
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They’re Pulling The Plug!
Wednesday, June 15, 2022 By Greg Hunter’s USAWatchdog.com Precious metals
expert and financial writer Bill Holter said in early April that he thought we did not
have much time until the financial meltdown started. He gave it 60 days. Two
months later, the meltdown started in earnest right on time. The world is at debt
levels never seen before, and Holter contends rising interest rates are the key
driver here and now. Holter explains, “Interest rates are the key to the whole
collapse. Mortgage rates, as of right now, are about 6.15%. Mortgage rates
started the year just over 3%. In the fourth quarter of last year, we had mortgage
rates as low as 2.75%. What that tells you is if you qualified for a $1 million
mortgage at the end of last year, you only qualify for a $500,000 mortgage now. If
you are a property owner, that means the pool of potential buyers is far less than
6 months ago, simply because interest rates have basically doubled. Holter also
says that means property values are dramatically cut.
Don’t expect the Fed to come in and save the day like it did in the last financial
meltdown back in 2008 and 2009. The Fed bailed out the economy when it started
printing money like crazy and never stopped. Holter says, “The bottom line is the
world’s financial system and, thus, real economies have been on life support
since 2008. What people should understand is when the Fed says they are going
to raise interest rates and they are going to shrink their balance sheet, that says
they are pulling the plug out of the wall. They are taking the system off life
support. The bottom line is the system cannot live without life support. The
Ponzi scheme cannot continue without new capital coming into the system. They
are pulling the plug is what they are doing. . . . It’s game over.”
Holter also talks about gold and silver and why you should hold them in hand.
Holter thinks a “Mad Max” scenario is a real possibility and says we have not
seen the peak on inflation. There is a lot more in the 44-minute interview.

https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/06/game-over-theyre-pulling-theplug-bill-holter-greg-hunter-video-3632591.html

